Benny bought a bubble loop
For bubbles big and small.
He blew so many bubbles,
He couldn’t count them all.

Along came Benny’s brother,
Who’s always on the run.
He spilled the bubble liquid,
Which ruined Benny’s fun.

Benny did not get upset.
He knew what he could do.
He made more bubble liquid.
It’s easy—you can, too!
BUBBLES WITHOUT TROUBLES

What You'll Need:
- 1/2 cup dishwashing liquid
- 2 cups water
- 1 teaspoon sugar
- shallow baking pan
- plastic strawberry basket
- plastic straw
- pipe cleaners
- measuring cup and spoons

1. Add detergent and sugar to water. Stir. Pour solution in a shallow pan.

2. Dip straw tip in bubble liquid. Blow bubbles!

3. Twist pipe cleaners into bubble makers.

4. Use a strawberry basket.

Be careful not to suck up the soap solution through the straw!